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bstract

The amounts of drug and excipient were predicted from ATR-FTIR spectra using two multi-way modelling techniques, parallel factor analysis
PARAFAC) and multi-linear partial least squares (N-PLS). Data matrices consisted of dissolved and undissolved parallel samples having different
rug content and spectra, which were collected at axially cut surface of the flat-faced matrix tablets. Spectra were recorded comprehensively at
ifferent points on the axially cut surface of the tablet. The sample drug concentrations varied between 2 and 16% v/v. The multi-way methods
ogether with ATR-FTIR spectra seemed to represent an applicable method for the determination of drug and excipient distribution in a tablet

uring the release process. The N-PLS calibration method was more robust for accurate quantification of the amount of components in the sample
hereas the PARAFAC model provided approximate relative amounts of components.
2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

eywords: Parallel factor analysis; N-mode partial least projection to latent structures; Attenuated total reflectance-Fourier transform infra red; Starch acetate matrix;
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. Introduction

Multi-way models have been developed for analysing tri- or
-linear data [1]. Most often the multi-way data consists of a
atch of samples having different amounts of components, mea-
ured spectra and temporal or spatial variables [1,2]. In general
ri- or multi-linearity in any kind of data is achieved by varying
he measurement conditions of one variable, for instance pH,
ime and temperature. However, despite the multi-linear nature
f these kinds of data sets, the data are occasionally matri-
ised and evaluated in a bilinear manner by applying bilinear
hemometric tools [1,3].
The advantage of multi-way models in analysing spectral data
s their ability to determine the compound composition of a mix-
ure, which is sometimes considered a demanding task due to

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +358 17 163 682; fax: +358 17 162 456.
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verlapping and other problems typically present in spectral data
4–6]. These models have proven to be useful multi-way data
andling methods for extracting chemically relevant informa-
ion from spectra, e.g. providing chemical understanding and
valuating relative concentrations of compounds in a sample
3,7–10]. Multi-way methods have also been applied to pro-
ess control procedures to some extent as well as in regression
nalyses [1,2,8,11].

Non-destructive testing (NDT) methods and their applica-
ions are of growing interest to the pharmaceutical industry
12–14]. NDT in conjunction with chemometric tools enables
eal-time testing and monitoring of process-control during man-
facturing [15–19] without destroying the measurement target.
he tools used in NDT are usually based on spectroscopic meth-
ds, in other words information gathered by illuminating a target

t different wavelength ranges [15]. In the field of pharma-
eutical research many IR detection techniques are used for
esting and monitoring products in-, out-, and at-line [2,16,20].
ne widely used method is the FT-IR technique which col-

mailto:sanni.matero@uku.fi
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tablet centre. Thus, the replicate measurement points should con-
tain the same amount of drug during dissolution. The spectral
data was converted for further analysis using the Omnic [30]
software package, Excel [31] and Origin7 SR5 [32]. The pure
S. Matero et al. / Analytica C

ates atomic level information of an object in one run. In other
ords, the detector of the FT-IR instrument measures the total

ntensity of radiation of an illuminated sample which can sub-
equently be presented as a function of individual wavelengths
21]. One major advantage of the FT-IR imaging technique is
hat it enables visualisation of the ratio of the components by pro-
ecting spectral information into a characteristic wavelength of a
pecific compound in a heterogeneous system [22]. Thus, using
he FT-IR imaging approach it is possible to visually follow drug
elease and study the drug release characteristics from polymer
ablets by observing the evolution of component distribution in
he images as a function of time [23–26]. Previously different
ni- and multivariate calibration methods have been used to esti-
ate quantitatively the contribution of different components in
tablet during dissolution [23,24,27]. Univariate analysis, i.e.

ntegrating the area under a specific spectral peak for each com-
onent, has been applied to simple systems containing only a
ew different components whose characteristic spectral peaks
o not overlap [23,25]. In more complicated systems, multivari-
te analysis is carried out. The advantage of the multivariate
ethod is that the whole IR spectra recorded from the tablet can

e used for quantification of species and the analysis is more
obust than in univariate case [24].

The aim of the present study was to build tri-linear calibra-
ion models and to study their ability to predict the amount
f drug compound in an axially cut cylindrical starch acetate
atrix tablet. This work could also be carried out in a non-

estructive way like the authors [24] have done. However, the
ethod described in this manuscript presents an economical and

nnovative way to apply the NDT measuring device and to study
he mechanisms involved during dissolution and drug release
rom a hydrophobic matrix tablet. Data matrices consisted of
arallel samples with different drug concentrations and the ATR-
TIR spectra collected at the surface of the samples. The ATR
easurement mode was used for obtaining IR spectra because

f its suitability for measuring rough tablet surfaces [28]. Two
amples included in the external test set and used in validating
he calibration models were dissolved in a dissolution vessel for
wo different time periods and their spectra recorded afterwards.
he dissolution times were 1 and 4 h, respectively. Ideally, the

wo-component model should suffice for identifying the individ-
al spectra of the drug and excipient. Furthermore, we assumed
hat these multi-way methods would permit quantification of the
rug and excipient distribution in a tablet during the dissolution
rocess.

. Experimental

.1. Samples

Tablets (flat-faced, 13 mm in diameter and weight 500 mg)
ere direct compacted on a compaction simulator (PCS-1,
uuman, Kuopio, Finland). The tablets consisted of starch

cetate with a degree of substitution of 2.7 (SA DS 2.7,
olymer Corex Ltd., Kuopio, Finland) and riboflavin sodium
hosphate (Fluka Chemika, Steinheim, Germany). The average
article size for starch acetate was 152 �m and for riboflavin

F
d
i

ig. 1. The ATR scanning area of the axially cut tablet surface (a 3D image)
s presented as a darker rectangle in the figure. The dimension (30 × 6) of the
canning area represents pixels.

odium phosphate 20 �m, these values being determined by
aser diffraction (Mastersizer2000, Malvern Instruments Inc.,
outhborough, MA, USA) using a dry measurement option
Scirocco2000). Tablets were compressed at a constant porosity
f 13%. The drug contents of the undissolved tablets were 0, 2,
, 8, 12, 16 and 100% v/v. Five to six parallel samples were made
or every concentration of drug. Two tablets (named sample A
nd B) and their three parallel samples containing 10% v/v drug
ere dissolved in the dissolution vessel such that three tablets
ere in the same dissolution vessel at the same time. Sample A
as dissolved for 1 h and sample B for 4 h in a USP dissolution
essel (USP paddle method USP XXVIII, 75 rpm, AT6 and AT7,
otax, Basel, Switzerland). The dissolution medium was puri-
ed water (5 UV Elix, pro-gard 2, Millipore S.A.S, Molsheim,
rance, 900 mL, 37 ◦C). The drug contents of the samples were
ot known when dissolution was complete.

.2. ATR-FTIR measurements

Samples were analysed using an ATR-FTIR spectrometer
Spectrum Spotlight, PerkinElmer, Beaconsfield, Great Britain).
TR spectra were measured over the wavenumber range of
000–600 cm−1 at a resolution of 1.0 cm−1. Four scans per
00 × 100 �m2 sized pixel were performed from the axially cut
urface of the tablets. The scanning area of undissolved samples
as vertically 6 times and axially approximately 30 times the

ize of the pixel (Fig. 1) [29]. The region where the IR spec-
ra were acquired from the dissolved samples was restricted to
he upper half of the axially cut surface (Fig. 2). In this case
here were approximately 15 measurement points axially and
our scans vertically. The rationale of the replicate measurement
oints in vertical direction was that the drug should diffuse at
pproximately the same rate in the vertical directions from the
ig. 2. The ATR scanning points of the axially cut tablet surface (a 3D image) for
issolved samples is presented in dashed lines (axially) and circles (vertically)
n the figure.
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ig. 3. The spectra of starch acetate (blue) and riboflavin (red) measured in the
avenumber range 2000–600 cm−1.

pectra of starch acetate and riboflavin sodium phosphate were
easured using FT-IR with the ATR sampling mode (Nicolet

700 FT-IR, Thermo Nicolet, Madison, USA) and these spectra
re presented in Fig. 3.

.3. Data preprocessing

A multi-way data matrix for PARAFAC was constructed
n such a way that the first dimension of the matrix was
he samples with different drug concentrations, the second
imension was the wavenumbers and the third was the mea-
urement points of parallel samples (Samples with different drug
oncentrations × Wavenumber × Measurement point of parallel
ample). The replicate measurements of undissolved samples
ere scanned comprehensively from several tablets with the

ame drug contents, whereas the replicate measurements of the
issolved samples were taken approximately at the same mea-
urement points near to the edge or middle of the tablets. Parallel
amples were used in this work due to possible heterogeneity of
he tablets and the sampling bias the sampling method presents.
he parallel samples are a set of similarly manufactured tablets

rom the same powder mixture and equal measurement points
i.e. replicate measurements) were used to record ATR spectra
rom these tablets. It is known that not even tablets compressed
rom the same powder mixture are exactly identical and by
ncluding parallel samples we wanted to acquire information that
ould help achieve as robust a model as possible. The response
f the N-PLS model was the drug concentration in an undis-
olved tablet. The response data was autoscaled and spectral
ata normalised. Noisy spectra due to measurement errors, e.g.
ad contact between the ATR crystal and the sample were not
ncluded in analysis.

. Theory

.1. Chemometric tools
PARAFAC (Parallel Factor Analysis) [33] and N-PLS (N-
ode partial least projection to latent structures) [34] were used

or analysing the data. All computations were carried out using
LS toolbox (version 3.5) [35]. The overall treatment of data
as performed using Matlab 7.0 [36].

X

Y

U

a Acta 595 (2007) 190–197

.2. Parallel factor analysis

Parallel factor analysis (PARAFAC) is a method for mod-
lling multi- or trilinear data (introduced by Harshman (1970)
37]). PARAFAC is a generalisation of the principal component
nalysis (PCA) projection method for multi-way data. Thus, one
easurement in a multi-way data matrix is linearly dependent

n every dimension of the matrix, i.e., data modes. The data is
ecomposed to three linearly related matrices which describe
he most important variation of the data matrix with the same
actors. The number of different factors is the same in each of
he modes but their weighting is different. The mathematical
otation of a trilinear PARAFAC model is illustrated in Eq. (1)

k = ADkBT + Ek, k = 1, . . . , K (1)

here Xk is a matrix containing the original trilinear data, A the
cores of the object (sample) mode, B the loadings of the variable
ode, D weights or relative contribution of loadings of A and B

loadings of the third mode) and Ek the residual term not related
o the model. The matrices A, B and D are actually three different
oadings to three different modes of the data matrix but they can
e interpreted as scores, weights and loadings of the original
ata. For instance, in an ideal chemical two-component mix-
ure situation, two PARAFAC components (factors) should be
nough to explain the most important variation in the data. Thus,
very factor would characterise one specimen of the mixture and
oadings their relative concentrations.

PARAFAC is not a sequential algorithm, where a F-1 com-
onent model is a subset of the F component model [3]. Each
ARAFAC model is unique and not related to other models that
ave a different amount of components hence the effect of the
umber of components differs from PCA. Moreover, PARAFAC
omponents do not have to be orthogonally decomposed [3] and
ue to this property a larger degree of freedom exists within the
omponents, which is a useful feature when modelling spectro-
copic data and finding the true estimates for parameters of the
ata.

.3. N-PLS

N-PLS is an extension of the PLS algorithm to be applied
or multi-way data [34]. The principles are similar to the PLS
lgorithm, such as N-PLS also uses dependent and independent
ariables for finding latent variables that describe their maxi-
al covariance, and is also a sequential algorithm thus the F-1

omponent model is a subset of the F component model. N-
LS decomposition starts by constructing a distinct PARAFAC
odel for the dependent response variables (Y) and for the

escriptor variables (X) and maximising the covariance between
hese two matrices. The mathematical notation of N-PLS cali-
ration model can be written as

K J T
= T(W | ⊗ |W ) + EX, (2)

= U(QM | ⊗ |QL)
T + EY , (3)

= TB + Eu, (4)
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Table 1
The parameters assessing the goodness of the 1-, 2- and 3-component PARAFAC models; variance explained by the model (R2), core consistency values, number of
iterations, time consumption when building a model, sum of squared residuals and the visual inspection of the loadings

Number of
components

R2 (%) Core consistency
(%)

Number of
iterations

Time
consumption

Sum of squared
residuals

Visual inspection of loadings

1 99.03 100 2 0.75 23.83 The component characterizes excipient
2 99.52 99.99 22 1.13 11.85 The components characterizes excipient and drug
3
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99.74 −7.06 68 2.66

he parameters assessing the goodness of the 1-, 2- and 3-component PARAFA
terations, time consumption of the model building, sum of squared residuals an

here matrices T and U include score vectors of the original
ata, W and Q weight vectors, Ei residual terms and B regression
oefficients [3].

.4. Model validation

The PARAFAC models were validated using internal and
xternal test sets. Validation methods were both visual and
umerical, e.g., core consistency diagnostic (CORCONDIA)
38], variation explained by the model (R2), the computing time,
mpression of the loadings and residual terms. The core consis-
ency diagnostic indicates the goodness of fit and is estimated
n a scale from 0 to 100%. If the value of core consistency is
ear zero, the model has too many or too few components. If it is
ear 100%, the fit of the model is perfectly trilinear. The N-PLS
odels were also validated using internal and external test sets.
he goodness of fit was assessed by examining the proportion
f variations of X and Y explained by the model (R2X and R2Y)
nd the correlation structure between them.

. Results and discussion

.1. The PARAFAC model

An unconstrained two-component PARAFAC model was
btained using parallel measurements of tablets having 2, 5,
2 and 16% v/v drug content as well as two dissolved sam-
les A and B (three-way array 6 × 1401 × 4). The unconstrained
odel was chosen because an attempt to fit a PARAFAC model
ith non-negativity constraints in the spectral mode resulted

n no significant improvement compared to the unconstrained
ption (not shown). The dissolved samples had 10% v/v ini-
ial drug content and different dissolution times of 1 and 4 h,
espectively. The first 200 wavenumbers were left out as were
he 50 wavenumbers around the main peak of the drug compound
hich is 1531 cm−1. This was done because the wavenumbers

maller than 200 cm−1 contained mostly background noise and
he region around the spectral peak of the drug compound was
mitted because of variation between replicate measurements
hat resulted in a poorly predicted spectrum range. In order to
etermine the best calibration set of the data, one- to three-
omponents models were applied, and they are summarised

n Table 1. The three-component models failed in each run to
chieve a good model due to the long computing time, whereas
he one- component model did not provide enough task related
nformation. The samples containing 0, 8 and 100% v/v of drug

t
p

b

6.34 Same than in case of 2-components plus a noisy factor

dels; variance explained by the model (R2), core consistency values, number of
visual inspection of the loadings.

id not fit into any model due to the analytical problems, i.e. large
pectral variation between replicate measurements and because
he pure spectra having been obtained using a different spec-
rometer than for the rest of the samples. Moreover, the samples
ith 100% v/v drug load had a major impact on the model by

overing the variation of the rest of the data. The two-component
odel was optimal in describing the spectral data of the drug

nd the excipient two-component mixture (R2 = 99.52%) in
his study (Table 1). Core consistency diagnostic of the model
esulted in a 99.99% fit, indicating that it contained the cor-
ect number of the components. The residuals contained noise
ut nonetheless they exhibited also the spectral shape in certain
avenumber regions. The two-component model was optimal at

xplaining the underlying data because the variation of residu-
ls changed only slightly compared to one- or three-component
odels.
The PARAFAC loadings of the second mode (M2) were

reatly affected by the spectral regions that are specific to
ain peaks of starch acetate and riboflavin sodium phosphate,

023 and 1531 cm−1, respectively. By comparing the loadings
o Fig. 3, it can be seen that the loadings of M2 characterise
he shape of the pure spectra of starch acetate and riboflavin
odium phosphate (Fig. 4A). Moreover, the loadings of the first
ode (M1) corresponded to the relative amounts of drug and

xcipient in the samples (Fig. 4B). The loadings of compo-
ent 2 increased with a systematic decrease in the loadings of
omponent 1. The linear dependence between loadings and con-
entrations can be seen via linear fitting by plotting the loading
alues versus the real concentrations of drug (Fig. 5A) and excip-
ent (Fig. 5B). This is a clear indication that the loadings of M1
orrespond to the relative concentrations of drug (r = 0.98) and
xcipient (r = 0.98) in the samples. The loadings of the third
ode (Fig. 4C) correspond to the replicate spectra measured at

qual points from different samples. The loadings of M3 reveal
hat there is a little or no variation in the drug concentration of
he replicate measurements. This was to be expected because all
eplicate measurements in the model were not taken at the exact
ame measurement point due to unsatisfactory or noisy spectra,
nd furthermore the drug content in two individual tablets at cor-
esponding points is never identical. However, according to the
agnitude of the loadings of M3, it is possible to conclude that

he data is sufficiently trilinear to reveal the dependence between

he concentration of species, the wavenumber and measurement
oint.

The influence plot (Fig. 6) indicates that the sample num-
er 4 (spectrum scanned from a sample having 16% v/v drug
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Fig. 4. (A) Loading profiles of m

ontent) has the highest leverage while the rest of the sam-
les have the highest residuals. This indicates that the sample

aving the highest drug load captures most of the variance of
he modelled data. However, according to other criteria used to
ssess the goodness of the model, sample number 4 fits into the
odel.

a
c
a
T

ig. 5. (A) The PARAFAC loadings of the first mode of the second component vs. r
ode of the first component vs. real concentrations of excipient.
2; (B) mode 1 and (C) mode 3.

.1.1. Validation of the PARAFAC model
The PARAFAC model was validated using both undissolved
nd dissolved samples as an external test set (R2
test = 99.47%,

ore consistency 92.7578%). The loadings of M1 of the model
nd test sets are both presented in Fig. 7A and in Tables 2 and 3.
he loadings of M1 indicate that the drug concentration in sam-

eal concentrations of drug content in the samples. (B) The loadings of the first
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Table 2
The loadings of the first mode of the 2-component PARAFAC model for the
model data set

Loadings Concentration of samples

Factor 2 Factor 1 Drug (%) SA (%)

−0.3424 21.5689 2 98
−0.1106 20.6197 5 95

2.9754 17.9827 12 88
3.5866 17.8269 16 84
0.1958 19.8966 A edge –
0.2074 19.8987 A center –

Table 3
The loadings of the first mode the 2-component PARAFAC model for the test
set

Loadings Concentration of samples

Factor 2 Factor 1 Drug (%) SA (%)

−0.3088 21.0473 2 98
0.0049 20.6260 5 95
2.7602 18.0018 12 88
2.2181 17.7529 16 84

o
w
g
c
fi
h
t
m

F
B
t

ig. 6. Leverage and sum of squares of residuals plots of the measurements.

le A is almost the same near the edge and in the central region
hereas the drug concentration in sample B is lower nearer to

he edges of the tablet (Fig. 7B). Moreover, the relative drug
ontents (initially 10% v/v drug content) of dissolved samples
ere estimated to be lower than 10% v/v. The behaviour of drug
uring dissolution was as expected. After an hour of dilution,
he tablets were not yet totally wet and dissolution of drug had
ot started whereas after 4 h, the samples had started to dissolve.
hydrophilic drug, like riboflavin sodium phosphate, should be

eleased from a hydrophobic tablet matrix linearly as a func-
ion of distance from the tablet centre and our results confirm
his hypothesis [29]. The relative concentration of drug was pre-
icted to be highest in the middle region of sample B as can
e seen in Fig. 7B. In the dissolved samples, the spectral data
aried along the parallel measurement points and most likely
his is the reason that the concentration is estimated as being

ighest in the middle region of sample B. However, the most
mportant finding is the anticipated difference between the rel-
tive drug concentration near the edge and the middle of the
ample.

v
p
r
p

ig. 7. (A) Loadings of mode 1 (relative concentrations) for modelled and test set. (B)

edge and Bcentre indicating the measurement location of the spectra. The diamonds re
est set).
0.0644 19.9304 B edge –
0.4516 19.7453 B centre –

The relative concentrations of excipient, the loadings of M1
f component 1, provided a good estimate of real concentrations,
hereas the loadings of M1 of component 2 provided relatively
ood estimates for 80% of the samples with respect to the relative
oncentrations of the drug. This is because the loadings of the
rst component represent a more dominant factor in the model
ence characterise the main spectral peaks of the excipient, and
herefore result in the spectral profile of component 1 being

odelled better than for component 2. This is in turn due to large

ariation of the spectral data of parallel samples and the higher
robability to scan the excipient because of its larger volume
atio in a tablet compared to the drug. The heterogeneity of the
arallel samples, e.g. local changes of drug concentration in the

Zoomed. The predicted values for samples A and B are labelled Aedge, Acentre,
present the calibration samples and the circles validation samples (i.e. external
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Fig. 8. Predicted Y values vs. reference Y for 2-component N-PLS model.

Table 4
The drug concentrations predicted by the 2-component N-PLS model

Initial drug
concentration

Calibration set
(%)

Test set (%) Samples A
and B (%)

2% 2.6248 4.1079 –
5% 4.1033 4.4868 –
12% 13.5172 13.4667 –
16% 14.7347 13.4899 –
A edge – – 7.0290
A centre – – 7.0370
B edge – – 7.3936
B
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centre – – 8.0275

he predicted values for samples A and B are labelled Aedge, Acentre, Bedge and

centre indicating the measurement location of the spectra.

ablet also has a crucial effect on absorption and results. ATR-
TIR is a highly sensitive spectroscopic method and small errors
uring measurements, e.g. poor measurement contact between

he crystal and the sample have a major impact on spectral results
20]. Moreover, the porosity of the tablet has an effect on its
ptical properties by giving rise to light scattering from different
nterfaces and thus modifying the resulting spectrum.

Fig. 9. The N-PLS loadings of the spectral mode.
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.2. The N-PLS model

N-mode PLS was performed for the same data set as the
ARAFAC model but without the first 100 and the last 300
avenumbers due to these wavenumbers mostly containing
ackground noise. The N-PLS model was calibrated using
wo components (R2X = 99.50% and R2Y = 95.85%). The model
rovides estimates of real drug concentrations in the samples
hereas the PARAFAC model assesses the relative concentra-

ions. The values for drug concentration in the tablets were
n agreement with the model (rcalibration = 0.98 and rtest = 0.96,
ig. 8). Drug concentrations of the dissolved samples were esti-
ated in a similar fashion to the PARAFAC model. For example,

he drug content of sample A was almost the same near to the
dge and at the central region whereas in sample B, the con-
entration was lower near the edges than in central part of the
ablet (Table 4). The loadings of spectral mode (M2) provided a
rofile of sum spectra of the drug and excipient by maximising
he covariance between response and the explanatory variables
Fig. 9). The residuals of the wavenumber region that charac-
erised the main peak of the drug compound were again higher
han others but as above, the wavenumbers were kept in the

odel. Compared to the PARAFAC model, the N-PLS seemed
o be more robust for evaluating the spectral variation of replicate

easurements.

. Conclusions

The multi-way models together with ATR-FTIR spectra
eemed to represent a useful method for the quantification and
etection of drug and excipient distribution in a tablet during
he release process. They also proved to be valuable for tablet
omogeneity studies. The multi-way models could successfully
eparate the spectra of the drug and the excipient although the
pectra overlapped in some regions. The N-PLS model seemed
o be more suitable for accurate quantification of the amount of
omponents in a sample whereas the PARAFAC model provided
pproximate relative amounts of the components. Moreover,
he N-PLS model was more robust for spectral variation than
ARAFAC. The PARAFAC loadings of the first mode, indicat-
ng the relative concentrations of starch acetate, gave a 100%
orrect result whereas estimates of drug content were approxi-
ately 80% correct. Both these models indicate that in the 4-h

issolved samples, the drug content is higher in the middle than
t the edges of the tablet. However, this phenomenon was not
bserved in samples which had only been 1 h in the dissolution
olution. The quality of the data seemed to have a crucial impact
n results. The spectral variation between parallel samples of
he same drug content led to small errors in the predictions of
oncentrations, although the amount of excipient was correctly
stimated. The spectral variation of parallel samples was most
ikely due to measurement conditions, e.g., whether the ATR
rystal hits a cluster of drug particles or not and the inhomo-

eneity of the tablets. Thus, a multi-way modelling together
ith ATR-FTIR data enables tablet homogeneity studies. More-
ver, the results presented in this work are encouraging with the
rospect of applying these methods to the study of the release
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